
Mrs. Buswell’s Puppet Mythology Project & Rubric 

 

 

    The Journey Begins  Scaling Mt. Olympus   Reaching the Summit! 
 

Written Project  * Not done in 1st   * 1st person   * 1 st person with voice & tone 

       person       Sounds like a mortal           Drips with attitude. 

    * Leaves out 1 or   * Includes all symbols  * Includes all symbols & their  

       more major symbols     associated with the     origins.  Shows, not tells. 

       associated with the God    God 

    * Missing 1 or more major * Includes references to  * Includes all the major stories 

         story identifiers or     story identifiers or     associated with this figure 

      links to other myths.      links to other myths.     and explanations of the story. 

   

                
 
Puppet   * audience cannot  * audience recognizes God  * audience ABSOLUTELY knows 

       identify God           who puppet is supposed to be! 

      * little effort   * some effort shown  * Wow! Amazing efforts shown! 

    * missing all symbols  * includes at least 1   * includes most symbols associated 

            symbol       with this God/Goddess 

      * doesn’t include any       * includes one detail        * includes more than one detail 

 other story reference from another story  from another story involving that 

 involving that God  involving that god  god      

                  



Welcome to the world of 

Greek mythology 
 Enter the world of ancient Greece.  A time, thousands of 

years ago,  where gods & goddesses were worshipped by  

mortals and where the forces of nature were thought to be the 

anger of the gods.   

 Ruling from Mount Olympus, each god had his or her area 

of power!  Some gods were kind, some were not.  Some 

helped fight horrible monsters  and others created them!   

Gaze upon our portraits and see if our names are familiar to 

you, then examine our rubric to see if we accomplished our 

goal of scaling Mount Olympus!  Have we reached the home 

of the Gods?  You be the judge!         Ms. Scully & Ms. Powsner’s class 


